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Our Story
“Ndinadzawapanga mschool” she whispered
shyly.
In 2007, Festival Director Jenny Lee had a
personal experience of sharing her own story
and the incredible freedom it brings. That same
year Jenny met Anel, a lovely young girl who
lived in Thoera in Northern Mozambique.
Anel wanted to travel the world and help other
people. But there was one major obstacle in her
way: girls in her village were not allowed to go
to school. Anel feared she would not be able to
accomplish most of the things she wanted to do
without an education, but there was one thing
she knew she could:
“Ndinadzawapanga” (I Will Tell)
Those simple words touched hearts powerfully
and the villagers commissioned Jenny to
Ndinadzawapanga London and the rest of the
world about their plight.

Jenny returned home and started the Barco
project to help bring clean water, electricity
and education to the province, equipping,
encouraging and supporting the community to
be the difference they wished to see. Planning
began in earnest but the project was was shut
down as some beliveed that they should keep
the focus on digging wells and feeding the
children.
Disappointed and a little disgruntled, Jenny
was sat at home one day watching the
powerful film by Noel Clarke, starring Ashley
Walters “Bullet Boy” and had a painful
revelation of the connection between the
experiences of people across the world and
the desperate need for their stories to be told.
So here was one way of letting people know
how mucht they are loved. The I Will Tell
International Film Festival was formed:
celebrating untold stories that bring Freedom,
Power and Change.

The Power of Determination - Festival Director Jenny Lee
Martin Luther King Jr told the story once of when he was about 14 years old and frustrated that he had
to walk to the back of the bus when there were empty seats up front.
He said that as he walked to the back of the bus he decided to leave his mind right up there on the front
seat and determined that one day he was going to get his body up there where his mind was at. Such is
the incredible power of determination.
When I started I Will Tell 16 years ago, my one determination was that somehow I was going to
demonstrate love in a way that was relevant and tangible and meaningful using the beauty and power
of film. Throughout the countless challenges over the years the one thing that has helped me overcome
them all is that determination to continue to love and to continue to celebrate the beauty and power of
film.
I have been challenged a few times over the years with the age old debate about whether using the art
of film for any other motive than celebrating the beauty of art was somehow tarnished and
substandard. As a woman my mind simply cannot compartmentalize life like that. Beauty, art, film,
music, creativity, social justice, community cohesion and speaking truth to power - it’s all connected
and it’s all important.
The global pandemic and the emergence of art as a tool for healing and hope has largely put that debate
to rest, at least for a while. In fact it was that determination to love through the pandemic that saw us
screening more films in the festival than we ever had – with a special collection of Covid shorts. This
year we will screen some fantastic films that will no doubt go on to be nominated and some to win
some of the highest awards in the industry and we’re delighted this year to be opening the festival with
a red carpet gala at the British Film Institute.
One of our greatest inspirations comes from our filmmakers who year after year risk their livelihoods
and sometimes even their lives to bring us important stories from around the world that would
otherwise not be told. Thank you for joining us this year.

"YOU MAY ENCOUNTER MANY
DEFEATS, BUT YOU MUST NOT
BE DEFEATED. IN FACT, IT MAY
BE NECESSARY TO ENCOUNTER
THE

DEFEATS,

SO

YOU

CAN

KNOW WHO YOU ARE, WHAT
YOU CAN RISE FROM, HOW YOU
CAN STILL COME OUT OF IT.”

- MAYA ANGELOU

Storytelling
in Colour
Lola Atkins is the Writer/Director of PURPLE BEATZ opening at the
I Will Tell International FIlm Festival at the BFI

My passage into filmmaking was really an
unusual one, I don't know that I set out to
be a Writer/Director. But I do know that
I've always wanted to tell stories, but how I
go about doing that was a puzzle.

I then wrote and directed my first
short drama film titled 'HUSH' which
was screened at the Cannes Film
Festival (Festival de Cannes Short
Film Corner) in 2004.

I got into writing by sheer chance. Although
my love was science, I recall when writing
my essays whether, on Microbiology or any
other similar topic, my approach to it was
more of a colourful story rather than trying
to capture or decipher a hypothesis or
theory. As a child growing up in the 80s, I
remember going to my local library
Homerton picking up books and reading
whatever caught my eye. I liked being able
to escape into a book.

After this successful run, I still hit wall
after wall, trying to get the
gatekeepers to accept the reality that
there is colour in storytelling its not
just one ideology and one colour. I
remember hearing Spike Lee, stating
that he only tells stories that matter.
His stories always tantalise us, but
also show us the depth and breadth of
the human experience. Life isn't black
and white, so why can't the mediums
that dictates the direction the world
goes show us what it truly looks like.

Growing up in an household of African
descendants the only option was to go to
school and get a degree, so any visions of
getting into Writing was out of the window.
As I grew older, I had some kind of vague
thoughts about the film. Being born and
raised in England, you become suspiciously
aware of your absence, not just on TV but in
all aspects of life..

I got frustrated and left the industry
to focus on life and being a mother.
Fast forward to 2017, #metoo, open
wounds of racism and the entrenched
smell that has been living with us for
centuries. I observed that the tide
was turning and more female
filmmakers were coming to the
Shortly, after graduating I met a young up- forefront. I decided in 2019 to fall
coming Producer, who later became one of back in love with my old flame. I must
my closest friends, he kind of opened up my confess my fire in film never died, it
eyes to what was possible.With his advice
just dimmed for a few years.
and knowledge I got inspired, with my
confidence and no-nonsense hustling spirit I wrote a few scripts but needed to
I decided to venture into the world of
take into consideration how much
independent filmmaking.
money I can raise to make a film. I was
intentional about making sure my
I encountered many brazen souls the likes crew had Female HODs, and needed
of the late great Menelick Shabazz who
to have a story that we can witness
who chose to beat their own drums, create the complexities of ethnically diverse
content that they believed in, give others
women face in any world regardless
the platform to showcase their craft and
how good they are. This was the
abilities, and represent the world they live genesis of 'PURPLE BEATZ'.
in.

I was intentional
about making sure my
crew had Female
HODs, and needed to
have a story that we
can witness the
complexities of
ethnically diverse
women face in any
world regardless how
good they are.
I'm at a stage in my career where
I'm fearless, I've encountered in the
past many faces that said 'NO', you
can't tell that story, or we are
looking more of a story veering
towards the topics i like to call
'slavication' (movies about slaves),
or just some gangsta knife movies.
I'm so over that and will continue to
create content of a world where we
will all look at each other regardless
of creed, race and smile at a scene in
a movie saying 'yeah that happens
to me too' or 'ah I felt that'.

Will NFTs revolutionise the Film
Industry?
Gbola Adewunmi Is a British-Nigerian actor, writer, I.T specialist
and crypto enthusiast.
Every several years there are changes in business
or technology that affect every fabric of society.
The invention of the lightbulb was one of them,
the development of the internet another. In
recent times the evolution of blockchain
technology and the emergence of NFTs (NonFungible Tokens) are two innovations that are set
to change everything.
In simple terms, a blockchain is a distributed
record (database) running on many independent
systems containing information, an NFT is a
digital collectable e.g., a jpeg image that can be
stored in such a database. Storing digital
collectables on the blockchain allows distinct
ownership identification and traceability of that
asset. In simple terms you cannot just copy or
crop the original image and claim ownership of it
as an NFT.
Each collection of these digital assets, while
having some common characteristics, is uniquely
different, which is where the term non-fungible
comes from. So yes, an NFT can just be an image
or a picture of anything…literally. Or they can also
be films or moments in the film depending on
their practicality.
While the concept of animation in movies is not
new, the application of Web3 and NFT’s in
blockchain opens up various simultaneous
opportunities e.g., comics series creation, gaming
etc. NFT projects enable direct project crowd
funding by content creators while also providing
intellectual property rights (I.P) and royalty
structures to those involved in the funding. The
degree to which the I.P. rights are retained by
NFT creators or shared with the owners of the
NFTs are defined by the creators at the
conception of the project.

This differs from the traditional funding model. This
NFT movement includes the progression from twodimensional social media e.g., Instagram to threedimensional interactions using NFTs as avatars that
can even represent us in virtual metaverses. So what
does all of this have to do with the movies and what we
watch on our screens? And why are multibillion-dollar
corporations signing some NFT images and NFT
projects to possible multimillion-dollar movie deals?
Let’s take a little hop through time.
Time Travel
In 2017, two Canadian software developers Matt Hall
and John Watkinson (Larva Labs studio) created a
collection of 10,000 pixelated NFT images known as
CryptoPunks. These were distributed for free. Yes,
Free! In the Heat of the NFT Hype, CryptoPunk #3100
sold for $7.58 million and CryptoPunk #7804 for $7.57
million.
Although new and emerging, the NFT market is
estimated to have “ballooned to $41 billion market in
2021” and is potentially “expected to grow by USD
147.24 billion from 2021 to 2026”.
Initially these NFTs merely granted their owners the
bragging privileges of belonging to these exclusive
communities. Presently NFT projects have evolved to
providing a host of different utilities such as exclusive
access and rights to different assets, co-music
ownership rights, limited next generation digital art,
clothing merchandise, entertainment etc. These and
others potentials have since caught the attention of
international corporations including Hollywood movie
makers, talent agencies and creatives in the movie
business.

Will NFTs revolutionise the Film Industry? (Gbola Adewunmi )
NFTs & Filmmaking
In 2021, talent agencies UTA, WME and CAA,
agents to A-list actors like Vin Diesel, Jennifer
Aniston signed on as advisers to Notables, a startup that will create and sell NFTs. Their aim? To
help facilitate opportunities for particular NFTs.
““We believe that blockchain technology and the
rise of digital collectible NFTs will bring
unprecedented opportunities to our family of
storytellers, trendsetters, icons and thought
leaders in the entertainment industry,” Michael
Yanover, CAA’s head of business development,
said in a statement.
A major reason that NFTs are powerful vehicles
for artistic production e.g., electronic art,
independent movie making etc., is community.
Typically, each project consists of thousands of
members that own its NFTs. Around 10,000 NFTs
are typically issued in most collections. Member
of the community contribute their skills and
talents to the various projects under the NFT’s
banner. This may or may not lead to an official
Decentralised Autonomous Organisation (DAOs)
but community contribution is pivotal. The
industry positions and contributions of
community members facilitate a faster road to
public awareness and product development than
could be achieved by a single writer or traditional
collective of creatives attempting to produce a
movie or tv series and then present to a major
distributor such as Netflixs or HBO.
NFTs are a path to how Web3 technology meets
creative ability empowered by community. It has
the potential to not only change the creative
production model and make the playing field
more even for independent producers but
potentially also disadvantage the larger
traditional production houses.
You might ask how? So, Imagine an NFT project
consisting of reputable creatives, directors,
industry influencers, producers and writers.
Strong communities contributing to ensure the
“Road To Market” for the production is greatly
elevated. Such a project already has an initial
audience, considerable man power and a
marketing workforce numbering in the thousands
even before a lore or a page is written.

In 2021, It was reported that Bored Ape NFT #1798
known as Jenkins and who looks like a valet, has a
Hollywood Agent and Neil Strauss, a famous bestselling author is writing the fictional memoirs of
Jenkins. In 2022, Coinbase, a multibillion-dollar crypto
company based in America announced its readiness to
produce a 3-part short film series titled “The Degen
Trilogy” featuring BAYC NFTs. By now you can see a
pattern emerging.
Interestingly, Coinbase has never participated in the
movie or television business nor owned a subsidiary
that does so why would they facilitate such a
production? The hype of NFTs has recently caused
NFT brand association to become a corporate
consideration. This was highlighted in early 2021.
Visa’s purchase of Crypto Punk NFT #7610 for
$150,000 drew the attention of both the corporate
world and the general public alike. A possibly more
important benefit for Coinbase is the power of NFTs to
draw the attention of the younger generation to their
crypto products and corporate profits. In 2022
Coinbase then announced the launch of the NFT
trading platform. So, their involvement in the movie
industry may just be part of corporate strategy.
Important to note though is their harnessing of the
power of NFTs to engage and retain the attention of
younger generation. This generation is critical to the
movie and tv industry as they represent the larger
portion of the viewing public that fill cinemas and have
paid streaming content accounts like Netflix.

Many of you may have watched the epic MGM
remakes of the trilogy of films in the Planet of the Apes
franchise. John Parked who worked on some of the
graphics designs for the movie and who has worked on
numerous other major movies started his own NFT
collection called Angry Ape Army. Interestingly, the
Angry Ape Army took the approach of first forming a
team consisting creative talents from within the movie
industry, launching their NFT collection and then
partnering with production house XRM Media to
launch their movie aspirations as independent content
creators.

Will NFTs revolutionise the Film Industry? (Gbola Adewunmi )
The project road map includes comics, gaming,
metaverse participation and movies. A Twitter post
from Alex Cotraviwat (@Kenazo) their CEO,
mentions that their movie will be directed by Ron
Howard (The Da Vinci Code, Apollo 13, How the
Grinch Stole Christmas etc). Alex’s post also
mentions Chris Hemsworth and Daniel Bruhl to star
in it. That is aiming as high as any other major movie
out there.
But there is more...
On June 15 2022, in an interview with gaming
expert Hustle, of “In The Game”, Bryan Unkeless, coproducer of Hunger Games outlined his Vision for
the NFT project “Runner “, that he is heavily involved
in. “Runner is an entire world, it’s a story based
around a 21-day Epic intercontinental race between
several nations. The race is across four nations. Each
nation nominates a proxy runner called a pilot who
races using highly advanced specialised vehicles
through all types of terrain…along the way they have
to form alliances, engage in battle royal styled
confrontations and eventually win the race. The
nation that the runner represents then becomes
Sovereign of their entire planet”.
The working theory is that because the lore of
Runner lends itself to a racing culture, it potentially
has a high appeal to various forms of media
platforms including gaming, movies, television,
comics etc. Bryan with co-founder Yossi Hasson is
collaborating with creative luminaries such as Cedric
Nicholas Trayon renowned director and industry
VFX specialist (for Kate, The Huntsman: Winter's
War and Snow White and the Huntsman etc), highly
respected
Hollywood
screenwriter
Blaise
Hemmingway (Vampires vs. the Bronx, Clifford the
Big Red Dog, The Settlers of Catan etc.,) and Sun
Creature Studios that have previously been
nominated for three Oscar awards. Their aim is to
“build a franchise that should rival the likes of
Marvel”. Yes, all of this created and facilitated by an
NFT project.
Again, we see what is clearly a pattern that may
enable independent creatives not just greater
opportunities and ease to market but also product
diversification and income generation. All of these
may help creators to continue to produce content
they previously struggled to do.

.
“At the moment we are just scratching the surface with
the potential of this technology,” says Goldfinch COO Phil
McKenzie. “Web 3.0 — using cryptocurrencies, the
blockchain and smart contracts — can solve a lot of
challenges that we face as filmmakers, as financiers, as
distributors and as sales agents. It could change how we
fund content, how we release it, how we make it.”
Fair Warning
As is frequently said in the world of crypto DYOR, Do
Your Own Research. While it is clear that the
opportunities in the space are enormous, so also are the
risks. A lack of legal regulations in the industry and its
nascent nature implies that almost 80-90% of NFT
projects may fail and have no secondary value. The
present crash in cryptocurrencies is presently
exasperating such a trend. The industry is also subject to
scams and inexperienced project teams and the
overvaluation of some projects may leave NFT holders
regretting their involvement. There is the argument that
certain major Blockchains are energy intensive and would
therefore contribute to the climate crisis when mass
adopted. This is important as the implementation of NFTs
will eventually span every industry and product sector.
Ethereum which is still considered the premiere NFT
blockchain and which is the network where most movie
based NFT projects are based is presently in the process
of upgrading their blockchain to make it 99.95% less
energy-intensive. Other blockchains are more suitably
designed to handle this challenge e.g., Solana, Avalanche
etc., and some are considering making carbon offset
donations.
That being said, NFTs can be a valuable tool to help
independent filmmakers generate new revenue streams,
build their audiences and create supplementary
distribution opportunities that could be more profitable
than traditional distribution.
There is no lack of variety in the space. Since the NFT
world frequently adopts the images of various animals
and mutants e.g., FatCats Capital, The Colonists,
PsychonautzNFT, there is definitely room for films, TV
shows, animated or otherwise to infuse such diverse NFT
characters into their storylines. Owing an NFT that is
eventually used in any of these productions could possibly
imply a cash windfall and subsequent royalties. Now that
would be nice, wouldn’t it? Just don’t forget the password
to your digital asset’s storage wallet or you might not be
able collect your winnings.

LEDISI AND THE
QUEEN OF GOSPEL
'I was thinking I cannot do this.' [But then I put on my costume and looked in the mirror and] 'All I could see
was Mahalia and I started crying and said:"This is real." This isn't about me anymore. It's bigger. I'm carrying
the past, telling the stories so we can inspire the people now." '
.

A Queen in her own right. Ledisi is a 12-time
Grammy award nominated singer/songwriter,
multi-time Soul train and BET award Music
Award winner, six time NAACP Image Nominee
and a winner of the NAACP Theatre Award.
Her voice defies categories from Jazz and RnB
to Gospel. Her recent tribute to Nina Simone
was phenomenal. But now she turns her
acting and powerful vocals to another legend,
the Queen of Gospel - Mahalia Jackson. It's
the second time Ledisi has played Mahalia,
having first
taken on the role in Ava
Duvermay's SELMA. But this time she had to
dive deeper, go past the music and study
Mahalia's faith and her purpose, her acute
business mind and, even her annointing

Ledisi did not grow up singing in church.
Her mother was a hippie and performed in
a band. Her early musical experience was
very varied, but there is onr thing that
strongly connects the two Queens: Faith
and Authenticity.
The are both powerful black women who
are
in alignment with their faith and
purpose. know who they are, where they
have come from, what they're deserving of
and have the strength to say it and be it.
Remember Me: The Mahalia Jackson Story
has its UK Premiere at the I Will Tell
International FIlm Festival.

THE STORY OF THE
STEELPAN
KEITH MUSAMAN MORTON

n 1966 three steel pan players, were invited to
a children’s street party in London’s Notting
Hill. This simple party evolved into what is
Notting Hill Carnival today: with steel pans
players in procession on an articulated truck is
a far cry from its early days.
But what is the Steelpan and where did it come
from? There are many factors that saw the 45gallon oil Barrel fashioned into the innovative
Steelpan instrument we hear today.
Back In the 18th century, African slavery and
sugar production brought wealth to Trinidad,
like many other Caribbean settlements.

The French Revolution caused instability to
some of its overseas territories – most notably
Haiti’s Slave Rebellion. Trinidad, then under
Spanish, rule introduced the Cedula of
Population this saw a large influx of French
planters who were offered incentives of land to
settle in Trinidad. With them, they brought the
Mardi Gras celebration, which excluded
Africans.

After the takeover by the British in 1797, Carnival
culture continued in the same fashion. Slavery ended
in 1838, which gave the African slaves their freedom.
The Camboulay riots, in 1881, saw the Africans rebel
against the authorities due to their exclusion from
Carnival. Quite quickly, the decision was made to
allow Africans to take part in the annual celebration,
with the banning of the skin drum as one of the
conditions. This saw the introduction of the “tamboo
bamboo.”
“Tamboo bamboo,” is varying-sized hollowed bamboo
that is struck on the ground in syncopation to
reproduce the rhythm of the drum. They soon
realised that metal created a special sound and began
to use different variations of metal receptacles. Fast
forward to the late 1930s in the backstreets of Portof-Spain, Trinidad, young men fashioned pots and
pans and other metal objects that accompanied the
revellers of the yearly pre-Lent Carnival. But it was
the 45-gallon oil barrel, which allowed more notes on
a single pan, that was highly favoured and Steel Bands
were formed.

THE STORY OF THE STEELPAN
KEITH MUSAMAN MORTON

But the rivalry between Steel bands made it
synonymous with fighting, lawlessness and
unruly behaviour, to which many looked at in
disfavour.
The outbreak of world war II in 1939 had an
impact in Britains colonies. In Trinidad there
was a ban on any form of public gathering for
five years, which included Carnival. Steel bands
would play out of the sight of the public, where
they slowly developed their craft. Trinidad was
very important to the war effort. As one of the
largest oil producers It housed a US naval base
and refuelling hub for allied ships. This gave the
steelbandsmen a large supply of the raw
material needed to make steel pans (the oil
barrel).
On VE Day, the 8th of May 1945 the
announcement was made of the German
surrender in World War II. Carnival took place
on that day. This was the first time the ecstatic
crowd heard steelpans play an array of notes
and songs.
Although the negative image of the
steelbandsmen persisted, a call was made by a
few supporters with influence to send a
steelband to London for the Festival of Britain
1951. Ten of the best players were chosen to
form TASPO: Trinidad All-Star Percussion
Orchestra. With funding raised from public
support, they sailed to Britain and performed
on the Southbank. The bemused audience could
not quite make out what these black men were
doing with what looked like rusty dustbins.

The one remaining member of TASPO is Sterling
Betancourt MBE (pictured above) . He settled in
London and was one of the three players at that
children’s party mentioned at the introduction. Russ
Henderson and Gerald Forsythe were amongst many
others that placed steelbands In the school system as
a great introduction to understanding the principles
of music practice and theory.
As popularity rose, more and more people have grown
accustomed to hearing the pan and the interest in
playing it continues to rise. But the instrument still
seeks the respect given to other instruments that one
would recognise in an orchestra.
Through its humble beginnings, the steelpan is now a
cornerstone of the annual Notting Hill Carnival. While
a children’s street party started the appeal in the
United Kingdom, this instrument now has its own
place during Panorama held on the Saturday night of
the Carnival weekend. We must not forget those who
persevered and overcame stigma to bring us this
instrument we call the steelpan or steeldrum.

When the conductor raised his baton and
people heard classical music ring from the
Instruments, they were amazed and searched
under the pans to see how this “black magic”
worked.

Watch Panomundo at the I Will Tell International Film Festival
on Friday 8th July and Sunday 10th July

DRAMATISING
THE BIBLE
tanley Kubrick rarely commented on other filmmakers’ work.
Rarely, but not never.
In 1991 he made an exception to his own rule and penned an
introduction to the published scripts of a 1980s Polish
Television show, by Krzysztof Kieslowski and his co-author,
Krzysztof Piesiewicz.
With an array of training and support.and 50,000 to spend on
You might be surprised to learn that the inspiration for the show

two short films, its offer to filmmakers is an opportunity to

was The Bible. Specifically, the Ten Commandments. First

follow in the footsteps of Monty Python, Martin Scorsese and

scribed on tablets of stone, then immortalised on celluloid by

even Krzysztof Kieslowski, in making a film inspired by the

Cecil B. DeMille, these moral instructions formed the backbone

Bible.

of Kieslowski’s ten-part series, The Dekalog.
But how to make an adaptation of a Bible story without
Why the exception?

sermonising. One way is to keep asking this question: How
does this idea express itself in the conflict and choices of the

Kubrick in his own words explains his reasoning:

characters?

“it should not be out of place to observe that they have the very

Some of this may be digging into what the original text is

rare ability to dramatize their ideas rather than just talking

exploring; what is the original conflict here? What detail

about them. By making their points through the dramatic action

catches my attention? Is the resolution satisfying? What is the

of the story they gain the added power of allowing the audience

cultural context and significance of what’s happening?

to discover what's really going on rather than being told. They
do this with such dazzling skill, you never see the ideas coming

And some will be asking questions of yourself: what do you

and don't realize until much later how profoundly they have

find compelling? How could transposing it to a new time or

reached your heart.”

place bring life to those themes? How might a character’s
dilemma explore this idea in a fresh way, that speaks to you?

His explanation gives us an insight into why some films fail to
capture the imagination – they sermonise rather than

Why not start asking yourself questions about a story and see

dramatize. Or, in other words, they tell you how to feel, rather

where it takes you?

than telling you a story.
This year The Pitch is looking to make two films, falling
It’s easy to imagine films exploring faith falling into this pitfall; so

broadly under the categories of Comedy and Drama, with

desperate to express powerful messages that they fail to

freedom to explore genres within this. The Pitch judges

express their messages using drama.

include the director of the National Film and Television
School, while finalists have gone on to make internationally

The Pitch Film Fund asks for adaptation. An adaptation
of any Biblical story or other part of the text.

praised feature films, securing agents, managers and a
roadmap for their career.

3 DAYS
I WILL NEVER FORGET
In 2017, the UN Convention on Women, Peace, Security was
launched in Ukraine. I worked on the draft gender policy and
the ratification of the European Charter. So my main task was
to prove and show by my own example that a woman can hold
any position at different levels of government and can serve in
the army fully as a man. In 2018, I signed a contract with the
armed forces and received the rank of "soldier" in reserve.
Every Saturday we conducted tactical and military training.
Constantly improved their skills. In this way, I set an example for
my two sons, who are proud of me and tell their peers that my
mother is a real defender. At the same time, I worked in
parallel in the central executive bodies.
The President of Ukraine and the Commander-in-Chief of the
Armed Forces seriously perceived the threat of invasion. Our
country began preparing for the war: military units got the
necessary weapons to restrain the pressure of the enemy,
including Belarus. Ukrainian systems and use of privately owned
vehicles and heavy weapons were re-defined. These
precautions allowed us to restrain the beginning of the invasion
in the early days and saved the lives of hundreds of thousands
of servicemen and civilians.
On February 15 2022, our brigade had already been formed. I
was the first mechanized platoon commander. At 3 o'clock we
were ready to protect our territory and left for the Belarusian
border. On February 24 at 5:30 am, the war began.. These
three days I will never forget. On March 1-3, our
reconnaissance group consisting of 5 people, discovered an
enemy troop.

To join and reassure the men and women under my command, I
had to crawl on my elbows for more than 10 km. in my armor and
with a weapon it seemed an even greater distance. Many broken
nails later with blood pouring from my fingers and back pain from
heavy equipment, I reported the danger. This information saved the
life of hundreds of Ukrainian soldiers. On March 12, we stopped
them, without loss.
But the war is terrible: death, blood, bodies everywhere, torn limbs
... I could not imagine in a nightmare what those soldiers did to our
children, women, men, it's just awful. After the liberation of Irpin,
Bucha, Gostomel, we found many tortured innocent Ukrainian
ordinary people ... And it is not only Ukrainians dying. Russia is
sending young boys who can't shoot, some of whom are seeing
weapons for the first time, to their death. it's a pity for those
children, it's a pity that their mothers don't understand that. This is
just a brutal genocide that must be stopped!
I want to wake up and forget this terrible nightmare, many of my
loved ones have died - soldiers, officers. I miss the peaceful civilian
life, walks with children, a dog, and civilian work. But as Ukrainians
we will not give up- we will win.
We are, of course, grateful to all partner countries. However, I can
frankly say that today there are not enough imported weapons. If
we had been provided with everything we needed by February 24
or even by March, there would not be a battle in Irpin, This is no
time for bureaucracy or complacency.

Last photo with my sons
in a peaceful year.

We ask ordinary people to call their politicians and to not
disconnect themselves from the plight of the Ukrainians. And to
Ukrainians I say: This is our land, our sky, our Ukraine: from Lutsk to
Lugansk, from Chernihiv to Simferopol! We are ready to fight to the
last breath, for freedom and we will stand to the end! With God on
our side, who can be against us?
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THE SUNFLOWER PROJECT
The I Will Tell International Film Festival is seeking
influencers, celebrities, freedom fighters, lovers of
justice, filmmakers, creatives, philanthropists and likeminded individuals from all walks of life to join in a
special project to help raise awareness and funds for the
under-reported humanitarian crises around the world.
This project is an innovative and creative approach to
solving 21st century problems with 21st century
solutions.

For more information write to:
Sunflower@iwilltell.com

WORLD VISION

JO DUCKLES
Across the world, there are countless humanitarian
disasters. Conflict, climate change, Covid-19,
economic decline and much more see people forced to
flee their homes, people at risk of starvation and
malnutrition, and children without adequate access to
healthcare and education.
Global children’s charity World Vision is one of the
many organisations working to bring hope to
communities impacted by these crises. Some, like
Ukraine, hit the headlines every day while others
remain off the radar of newsdesks. Here are stories
from just four of those countries where World Vision’s
teams are working to make a difference.

Myanmar/Bangladesh
World Vision assists refugees from Myanmar in
Bangladesh — most of whom identify as members of
the Rohingya ethnic group — as well as the host
communities that accommodate them. World Vision
operates in all 34 Rohingya camps, providing aid for
nearly 500,000 refugees.

Ares, eight, and Hares, five, are brothers living in the
Rohingya camp with their mother, Juhara Begum.
Life is hard as they can’t walk, play or move like
other children and they lost their father when they
were very young. They live in a small house made of
bamboo and tarpaulin at the Rohingya camp in Cox’s
Bazar, Bangladesh after fleeing from Myanmar in
2017.
“When we came to Bangladesh, Ares was only three
and I was six months pregnant. Hares was born in
the Rohingya camp,” says Juhara. Ares cannot speak,
hold anything or walk without support. Hares
cannot walk properly because of his club foot.
“Walking is not easy for Ares. His legs are too weak
to walk properly. But he can walk with the support
of something,” she says. He really wants to wear
sandals, like other children in the camps, but can’t
because of his feet.

NOT IN THE NEWS
“My husband is no more; my kids are my only hope to
live. But I have been passing a difficult life with them.
There is no place I have not gone to get treatment for my
children. Whoever told me to go to a place or person for
treatment I went. I have tried every way but no hope was
there.” Says Juhara.
“They were afraid to go to the toilet as there were no
handrails to hold. So, when my kids needed to go to the
toilet I would help them defecate openly in the yard and
later I would clean it. It was really troublesome and
unhealthy. I can’t keep them tidy even after cleaning.
During the rainy season the situation becomes worse,”
she says.
World Vision stepped in and provided handrails to help
the children get from their door to the toilet and
transformed the latrine to make it disabled-friendly.
The handrails are really benefiting my children. Now
they don’t need to defecate openly in the yard. They can
go to the toilet easily. Sometimes they play and laugh in
the yard by holding the handrail. I smile seeing their joy,”
says Juhara.
“When I came to this family for the first time, I saw that
the drain in front of their house was filthy. Ares and
Hares used to defecate in open places and the toilet was
kept unclean. Then we conducted awareness sessions
with Juhara on hygiene and sanitation. Now, the
situation in this family has improved. I feel happy that
our effort could bring changes in the life of Ares and
Hares,” says Abdullah.
An estimated 1.5 million children under five-years-old
face the risk of acute malnutrition, including 386,400
who are likely to be severely malnourished by the end of
2023 if emergency aid is not delivered (this is according
to Somalia’s Integrated Food Security Phase
Classification fact sheet of May 2022. Lack of enough
food and water to ensure adequate nutrition for children
plus poor sanitary conditions also with acute water
shortages are contributing to increased cases of severe
malnutrition in children.
World Vision is at work on the ground carrying out
disaster management work, helping the communities
access clean water, medical care and nutrition.

South Sudan
The widespread violence that broke out in Juba on
eve of South Sudan’s fifth anniversary of
independence made an already unprecedented
humanitarian emergency even worse, putting an
incredible strain on the humanitarian system that
millions of South Sudanese across the country
depend on to survive.
South Sudan was already facing widespread food
insecurity and malnutrition with a risk of famine
growing in several parts of the country. According to
the Integrated Food Security Phase Classification
(IPC) for the Republic of South Sudan released in
June, the overall food security and nutrition situation
has continued to worsen resulting in over 4.8 million
people (about a third of the population) experiencing
“
acute
levels of hunger and malnutrition. This is an
increase of one million people overall and a 40 per
cent increase in the number of children treated for
severe malnutrition since the same period last year.
World Vision has stepped up its operations in and
around Juba and has also continued to provide
humanitarian assistance in other parts of the country
Since 2015, World Vision has reached over 1.3 million
South Sudanese, of whom more than 630,000 are
children.
World Vision’s Food Assistance Team in Juba
Internally-Displaced Persons (IDP) Camp visited by
Country Director Dr Mesfin Loha, is composed of 21
staff members who work in very precarious
conditions, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic
and also face the risk of violence. This is formerly
known as the Juba Protection of Civilians Camp. It
supports over 31,064 people with 1,116.603 metric
tons (MT) of sorghum, pulses, vegetable oil and lipidbased nutrient supplements (LNS) for July-August
2021. Support also includes cash for milling.

NOT IN THE NEWS

Yemen

More needs to be done

Children are suffering in Yemen—undernourished at an
alarming rate. Access to food is challenging, leading to
high levels of malnutrition, especially amongst children
under 5 years of age. According to the 2021 Yemen
Health Needs Overview, over 2.25 million cases of
children aged 0 to 59 months and more than one million
pregnant and breastfeeding women are projected to be
suffering from acute malnutrition.

“It’s heartening to read the stories of children
being given access to clean toilets and a place to
play, to nutrition, to healthcare and education,”
says Mark Sheard, World Vision UK CEO.

“It is more than just a health facility for the people. It is a
safe place, especially for women who not only can
receive treatment for themselves and their children but
are also able to talk freely with the medical team and
other health volunteers,“ says the midwife in Medair’s
supported health facility in the region of Al-Madaribah in
Lahj Governorate.
In Al Madaribah district in Lahj Governorate, where the
joint World Vision and Medair project is located, people
have limited access to clean water, employment
opportunities, and local markets, which contributes to
the high rates of malnutrition. Under-development
exacerbates the high malnutrition rate, and the
community is one of the poorest in the south of Yemen.
There six-year-old Salem received treatment for acute
malnutrition. After receiving treatment, he is in much
better shape and can walk by himself. His mother was
grateful to the medical team.

“The stories in this feature highlight just a few of
the countries where World Vision is working to
make a difference. But so much more needs to be
done. Obviously, some countries hit the headlines
for a time but many are under the radar. We
believe that every child should be given the
opportunity for a hopeful future, regardless of
where they are born.
“
“We are grateful to all of the supporters here in the
UK who donate to World Vision’s work, who
fundraise and who get involved in advocacy. It’s
the generosity of those supporters that makes that
work possible. If you have been moved by the
stories above, please do consider how you might be
able to help World Vision to make a difference in
more communities across the world.”
Find out more about how you can support the work
of World Vision UK in more than 100 countries
globally.
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